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Contemplation of a CVA

 Aim to “trade out of trouble” or “soften the blow”

 What should the Tenant be thinking about in order to keep hold of the premises?

 Not an automatic assumption that rent can be forcibly reduced

 Much more intelligent analysis required

 “You never really understand a person until you consider things from his point of 

view…until you climb in his skin and walk around in it” – Atticus Finch – To Kill a Mockingbird



Market Rent

 RICS Global Valuation standards definition

– ‘the estimated amount for which an interest in real property 

should be leased on the valuation date between a willing lessor 

and a willing lessee on appropriate lease terms in an arm’s 

length transaction, after proper marketing and where the parties 

had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without 

compulsion.’
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Example Valuation of retail premises

A very simple retail valuation example

Rent £35,000 per annum

Years purchase in perpetuity @ 6.5% 15.385

Gross Valuation £538,475

Less costs (stamp duty, fees, etc.) @ 6% £32,309

Net Valuation Say £506,000



Example Valuation of retail premises

A very simple retail valuation example

Revised Rent @ 25% off previous year £26,250 per annum

Years purchase in perpetuity @ 8.5% (more risk) 11.764

Gross Valuation £308,805

Less costs (stamp duty, fees, etc.) @ 6% £18,528

Net Valuation Say £290,000

Difference in Capital Value 43%



Retail Valuations

 Usually far more complex

 Expectations on rent reviews

 Length of term

 Vacant possession value

 Holding costs whilst marketing



Impacts on Landlord

 Contagion – reduction in portfolio 

value and knock on consequences

 Leaving empty

– Business rates liability

– Knock on performance of locational 

assets – having an empty “Anchor 

Property”



Issues for Landlords

 Contagion – reduction in portfolio 
value and knock consequences

 Leaving empty

– Business rates liability

– Knock on performance of locational 
assets – having an empty “Anchor 
Property”

– Loss of dilapidation monies – subject to 
section 18

 Conversely – maybe opportunity to 
“Repurpose”



Issues for Tenants

 Cash flow ease – change frequency of payments – monthly

 Reduction in space to achieve similar headline rent so Landlord can repurpose or re-

let additional space

 Alteration of Service charges

 Dilapidations – Landlord may have illusory view

 Offering clawback or equity stake?



Finding the “Wire”

Landlords

 Proposed rent

 Knock on portfolio effect

 Consequences of being empty

 Loss of dilapidations (perhaps)

but

 Opportunity to repurpose if 

there is one

Tenants

 Cash flow easing

 Reduction in space

 Service charges

 Offer clawback / future share



Conclusion

 Implementing a CVA involving retail property far from simple

 However plenty of layers and topics for negotiation

 Short term and long term success is likely to be a product of intelligent negotiation not 

focusing on rent alone.

 Perhaps the Tenant should consider their trading premises as the primary issue in 

implementing a successful CVA



Thank you


